We characterize orthonormal bases, Riesz bases and frames which arise from the action of a countable discrete group Γ on a single element ψ of a given Hilbert space H. As Γ might not be abelian, this is done in terms of a bracket map taking values in the L 1 -space associated to the group von Neumann algebra of Γ. Our result generalizes recent work for LCA groups in [24] . In many cases, the bracket map can be computed in terms of a noncommutative form of the Zak transform.
Introduction
Shift invariant subspaces are closed subspaces of the Hilbert space L 2 (R d ) that are invariant under translations by elements of (Z d , +). They have been the main subject of an increasing number of works in the last twenty five years due to their role in approximation theory [31, 33, 14, 15, 36, 4, 3, 5, 23, 37, 24, 7, 2] . Shift invariant spaces generated by the system of translations of a single function are called principal and play a fundamental role. Translations in L 2 (R d ) by elements of Z d are just an example of many other transformations given by the action of a discrete group Γ in a Hilbert space H. Translations, modulations or dilations in Euclidean spaces are standard actions in the construction of wavelets, Gabor frames and multiresolution analysis. All these actions arise from abelian groups and only the combination of them might result in a noncommutative action. The aim of this paper is to analyze the properties of principal shift invariant spaces in a Hilbert space H given by the action of an arbitrary countable discrete group Γ. To be precise, let γ ∈ Γ → T (γ) ∈ U (H) be a unitary representation of Γ in H, and for ψ ∈ H set ψ = span {T (γ)ψ} γ∈Γ H .
When does {T (γ)ψ} γ∈Γ become an orthonormal basis of ψ ? Similarly, when is it a Riesz basis or just a frame of the corresponding invariant space ψ ? In this paper, we will answer these questions in terms of the properties of an operator which takes values in the L 1 -space associated to the group von Neumann algebra of Γ. This problem was already addressed for integer translations in R d -see [31, 33, 13] for orthonormal and Riesz bases and [4, 3] for frames -and more general actions of locally compact abelian (LCA) groups studied in [24] . Our solution follows the spirit of the bracket map introduced in [24] and defined as follows.
Let G be an LCA group, let G be its Pontryagin dual and denote by dα the Haar measure on G. A unitary representation T : G → U (H) is said to be dual integrable if there exists a sesquilinear map
Let us illustrate this definition with two basic examples:
• In the case of integer translations T k f (x) = f (x + k) -which yields a unitary representation of (Z d , +) in L 2 (R d ) -the bracket map corresponds to the following periodization map 
where ψ is the Fourier transform of ψ, ξ ∈ T d ≃ [0, 1) d and ϕ, ψ ∈ L 2 (R d ) (see [14, 15, 3] ).
• It also includes other cases, such as the Gabor representation of the group
given by M l T k ψ(x) = e −2πil·x ψ(x − k). In this case [ϕ, ψ](x, ξ) = Zϕ(x, ξ)Zψ(x, ξ), where x, ξ ∈ T d , ϕ, ψ ∈ L 2 (R d ) and
Zψ(x, ξ) =
is the Zak transform of the function ψ ∈ L 2 (R d ) (see for instance [22] ).
Given a countable index set I, recall that the system ψ j j∈I is a Riesz basis for span ψ j j∈I for all c = {c j } j∈I ∈ ℓ 2 (I). It is a frame for span ψ j j∈I H with constants 0 < A ≤ B < ∞ when
for all ϕ ∈ span ψ j j∈I
H
. The main results of [24] can then be summarized as follows. Let Γ be a countable discrete abelian group and let T : Γ → U (H) be a dual integrable representation of Γ. Then {T (γ)ψ} γ∈Γ is i) An orthonormal basis for ψ iff [ψ, ψ](α) = 1 for a.e. α ∈ G.
ii) A Riesz basis for ψ iff there exist two constants 0 < A ≤ B < ∞ such that A ≤ [ψ, ψ](α) ≤ B for a.e. α ∈ G.
iii) A frame for ψ iff there exist two constants 0 < A ≤ B < ∞ such that A ≤ [ψ, ψ](α) ≤ B for a.e. α ∈ supp[ψ, ψ].
The characterization of shift invariant spaces in LCA groups was also addressed in [7] , in terms of the range function instead of the bracket map. Such tool is strictly related, as shown in [5] , to the Gramian analysis of [36, 37] .
A characterization in terms of range functions for translations given by the left regular representation of nilpotent Lie groups whose irreducible representations are square integrable modulo the center, also called SI/Z Lie groups, has been recently announced in [11] , and a partial generalization to such noncommutative setting of the characterization in terms of the bracket map was recently given in [2] . Both results make use of the notion of Fourier transform in terms of the unitary dual of the nonabelian group under consideration.
In order to exploit all the information carried by the group action -not just its center -we recall that the compact dual of a nonabelian discrete group can only be understood as a quantum group whose underlying space is a group von Neumann algebra, which replaces the former role of Pontryagin duality. This general setting is widely accepted and very well understood in noncommutative geometry and operator algebra [8, 6] . Let Γ be a discrete group and λ : Γ → B(ℓ 2 (Γ)) its left regular representation given by λ(γ)δ γ ′ = δ γγ ′ , where the δ γ 's form the unit vector basis of ℓ 2 (Γ). Write vNa(Γ) for its group von Neumann algebra, the weak operator closure of the linear span of {λ(γ)} γ∈Γ . Given F ∈ vNa(Γ), we consider the standard normalized trace τ (F ) = F δ e , δ e where e denotes the identity element of Γ. Any such element F has a Fourier series
Let L p (vNa(Γ)) denote the L p space over the noncommutative measure space (vNa(Γ), τ ) -so called noncommutative L p spaces -equipped with the following norm
where the absolute value |F | = (F * F ) 
after identifying λ(γ) with the character α(γ) : Γ → T associated to γ ∈ Γ. There are more explicit descriptions of L p (vNa(Γ)) as a space of (so called) measurable operators with finite L p -norm. Noncommutative L p spaces are Banach spaces for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ which share many properties -also present some pathologies -with their commutative/classical relatives. This includes duality, Hölder inequalities, real and complex interpolation and Clarkson inequalities among others. We refer to [34] for an introduction and to [35] for an excellent survey paper. Although these are not closely related subjects, von Neumann algebras have appeared before in the study of orthonormal systems generated by unitary subsets of operators in a Hilbert space. The best references we know are [12] and the survey article [29] . Using this language from noncommutative harmonic analysis, we may generalize the definition of the bracket map defined above to include nonabelian discrete groups.
Definition. A unitary representation T : Γ → U (H) of a countable discrete group Γ will be called dual integrable whenever there exists a map
holds for every ϕ, ψ ∈ H and all γ ∈ Γ.
We can now state the main result of this paper.
Theorem A. Let Γ be a countable discrete group acting on some Hilbert space H via a dual integrable representation T : Γ → U (H). Let 1 stand for the identity operator on ℓ 2 (Γ) and let P F denote the orthogonal projection in ℓ 2 (Γ) onto (KerF ) ⊥ for any densely defined operator F on ℓ 2 (Γ). Then, given any ψ ∈ H, the system {T (γ)ψ} γ∈Γ is i) An orthonormal basis for ψ iff [ψ, ψ] = 1.
ii) A Riesz basis for ψ iff there exist two constants 0 < A ≤ B < ∞ such that
iii) A frame for ψ iff there exist two constants 0 < A ≤ B < ∞ such that
After Theorem A, it is essential to construct dual integrable representations to illustrate it. Let us explain how to do it in the concrete framework of unitary representations given by measurable actions σ : Γ (X , µ). The action σ is called quasi-Γ-invariant when µ γ (E) := µ(σ γ (E)) is absolutely continuous with respect to µ and admits a positive Radon-Nikodym derivate J σ (γ, ·) for all elements γ ∈ Γ. In that case, we may define
• The associated unitary representation
given by the formula
• The tiling property. We say that the action σ is tiling when there exists a µ-measurable set C ⊂ X such that the family {σ γ (C)} γ∈Γ is a disjoint covering of X up to a set of zero µ-measure.
Theorem B. Let σ be a quasi-Γ-invariant action of the countable discrete group Γ on the measure space (X , µ), and let T σ be the associated unitary representation on L 2 (X , µ). If σ has the tiling property with tiling set C, then
i) The Zak transform Z σ defines an isometry
and satisfies the quasi-periodicity condition
.
ii) The representation T σ is dual integrable with bracket
As an application, we will see how Theorem B yields bracket maps in a wide range of scenarios. Other brackets can be constructed ad hoc. Here is a brief list of examples -by no means exhaustive -that come to mind. Some of them will be explained in further detail in the body of the paper:
• LCA groups. If Γ is abelian, its group von Neumann algebra coincides with the algebra of essentially bounded functions on its dual group. Taking this into account, we shall show how can we recover all the results and examples from [24] as a particular case of our approach.
• Shift invariance in ℓ 2 (Γ). The left regular representation Γ → U (ℓ 2 (Γ)) is always dual integrable. This will be proved in Section 3. In particular, we may characterize which ψ ∈ ℓ 2 (Γ) yield ON basis, Riesz basis and frames by translations in the associated invariant subspace of ℓ 2 (Γ).
• Shift invariance in L 2 (G). It is even more interesting to replace ℓ 2 (Γ) by a larger Hilbert space in the previous example. Let G be a locally compact group admitting Γ as a discrete subgroup and consider the unitary representation given by left translations of Γ. We shall show this is again dual integrable for all pairs (G, Γ). Take for instance G to be the Heisenberg group H n = (R n × R n × R, ·) and Γ the discrete subgroup with entries in Z n × Z n × 1 2 Z. Theorem A characterizes those orbits in L 2 (G) which yield ON systems, Riesz systems and frames.
• Semidirect products. We shall also study the case of semidirect products of locally compact groups S := A σ ⋊ G, which includes the crystallographic groups, considering unitary representations of a subgroup of S in L 2 (A) related to the left regular representation of A and the representation T σ of G induced by the action σ, both representations in L 2 (A). The dual integrability of these representations -we will consider the quasi-regular and affine representations -follows from Theorem B. These representations include the ones used in the theory of composite wavelets [39, 30, 28] .
• Other examples. We may consider many other actions of discrete groups in Hilbert spaces. For instance, any map Λ : {1, 2, . . . , n} → U (H) yields a unitary action of the free group F n with n generators in H. It would also be interesting to consider infinite Coxeter groups trying to explote their symmetry properties. Another direction to follow is to search for optimal frame constants in the case of finite groups, like the permutation group. A priori, these questions may be faced by showing dual integrability, finding the associated bracket and studying its properties.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we will review some background on noncommutative integration and group von Neumann algebras that will be used along the paper. Although standard in noncommutative harmonic analysis, we feel this might be useful for the potential audience of this paper. In Section 3 we study the main properties of the bracket map and prove Theorem A. The proof of Theorem B is given in Section 4.2 together with several equivalent characterizations of the dual integrability -one of them establishes that T is dual integrable iff it is square integrable (but not necessarily irreducible) -and our examples are explained in Section 5.
Noncommutative Fourier series
The problem of Fourier duality for discrete (and more general locally compact) groups has been addressed in terms of their von Neumann algebra in several contexts [27, 19, 18, 8] . This approach directly extends the ordinary Pontryagin duality for LCA groups: if G is a LCA group, the Fourier transform of an integrable function f on G is defined on the character group G as
where dg stands for the Haar measure of G. The map F extends to an isometry of
Since for any measurable f such that L f is a closed densely defined operator on L 2 (G) one can define the Fourier transform of f as such multiplier, for general locally compact groups a natural choice is then to consider directly the operator L f as the Fourier transform of f . A characterization of the von Neumann algebra vNa(Γ) of a discrete group Γ is indeed that of being isomorphic to the left convolution algebra of ℓ 2 (Γ).
Noncommutative integration
In this section we review some basic notions for operators on a Hilbert space, which can be found e.g. in [9, Chapt. 3] and [26, Vol. 2, Chapt. 6], and for von Neumann algebras and noncommutative L p spaces, see e.g. [26] , [34] and [35] . Let F be a densely defined closed operator on a Hilbert space H, and denote with D(F ) the domain of F . F is said to be positive if
This is equivalent to say that for any positive operator F there exists a densely defined operator x on H such that F = x * x. Any time we write an operator inequality such as F 1 ≥ F 2 we mean that
The right and left support of F , indicated respectively with r F and l F , are defined as the minimal orthogonal projections such that
Explicitly, r F = P (Ker(F )) ⊥ and l F = P R(F ) are the orthogonal projections onto the orthogonal complement of the kernel and on the closure of the range. If F = F * , then r F = l F and in such a case we indicate the support with s F . Moreover, since Ker(F * F ) = Ker(F ), we have that r F = s |F | where |F | = (F * F ) 1 2 . A partial isometry u on a Hilbert space is an operator whose restriction to (Ker(u))
⊥ is an isometry with the closure of the range. It is characterized by the properties u = uu * u or u * u = P (Ker(u)) ⊥ . For any closed and densely defined F there exists a unique partial isometry u F satisfying Ker(u F ) = Ker(F ) and such that 
The trace τ plays the rôle of the integral in the classical case. It is normal
and it is faithful if τ (F ) = 0 implies that F = 0. A von Neumann algebra is semifinite when it admits a normal semifinite faithful (n.s.f. in short) trace τ . Any operator F is a linear combination 4 of four positive operators. Thus, we can extend τ to the whole algebra M and the tracial property can be restated in the familiar form τ (F 1 F 2 ) = τ (F 2 F 1 ). We will always consider semifinite von Neumann algebras equipped with a n.s.f. trace, and refer to the pair (M, τ ) as a noncommutative measure space. Note that commutative von Neumann algebras correspond to classical L ∞ spaces [35] . Let S + M be the set of all F ∈ M + such that τ (s F ) < ∞ and set S M to be the linear span of S + M . If we write |F | = √ F * F , we can use the spectral measure dγ :
, we obtain a norm in S M for 1 ≤ p < ∞ and a p-norm for 0 < p < 1. Using that S M is an involutive strongly dense ideal of M, we define the noncommutative L p space L p (M) associated to the pair (M, τ ) as the completion of (S M , p ). On the other hand, we set L ∞ (M) = M equipped with the operator norm. Elements of L p (M) can also be described as measurable operators affiliated to (M, τ ). The space L 2 (M) is a Hilbert space whose scalar product can be obtained by polarization of the corresponding norm: for
Many fundamental properties of classical L p spaces sich as duality, real and complex interpolation, Hölder inequalities hold in this setting, and we refer to [34, 35] for more information and historical references.
Note that classical
Group von Neumann algebras
Let Γ be a discrete group, and let B(ℓ 2 (Γ)) ⊃ U (ℓ 2 (Γ)) denote respectively the bounded and unitary operators on ℓ 2 (Γ). Let us denote with e the identity of Γ, and with {δ γ } γ∈Γ the canonical basis on ℓ 2 (Γ). We will also denote with λ the left regular representation of Γ, given by λ(γ)δ γ ′ = δ γγ ′ .
In analogy with classical Fourier analysis on T, we will call trigonometric polynomials the operators obtained by finite linear combinations of the left regular representation. The von Neumann algebra associated to Γ is then defined as the weak- * closure of trigonometric polynomials
This amounts to say that F ∈ vNa(Γ) iff there exists a sequence {F n } of trigonometric polynomials that converges to F in the weak operator topology of ℓ 2 (Γ).
. Note also that since trigonometric polynomials define a unital C * -subalgebra of B(ℓ 2 (Γ)), by the Double Commutant Theorem this closure coincides with the closure in the strong operator topology (see e.g. [9] ).
Given F ∈ vNa(Γ), we consider the standard normalized trace
where e denotes the identity element of Γ. It is indeed tracial and it is easy to see that it is normal, faithful and finite, i.e. τ (F * F ) < ∞ for all F ∈ vNa(Γ). Since (vNa(Γ), τ ) is a noncommutative measure space, the associated noncommutative L p spaces over vNa(Γ) are defined as in the previous section. In particular, we note that
For F ∈ vNa(Γ), its Fourier coefficients are
and one can write
The operator F is then a bounded convolution operator by F = F δ e on ℓ 2 (Γ):
Note also that, since τ is finite, Hölder inequality implies that the Fourier coeffi-
, then F is defined on the orthogonal basis {δ γ } γ∈Γ and hence on the dense domain of finite sequences.
Let us now suppose that τ (F λ(γ) * ) = F (γ) = 0 for all γ ∈ Γ, and let Φ ∈ vNa(Γ) be a trigonometric polynomial, i.e. for some finite
Since any element of vNa(Γ) is the weak- * limit of such polynomials, by weak- * continuity j(F ) = 0 and by injectivity F = 0.
Observe that, since
, by the uniqueness Lemma 2.1 one has that F, λ(γ) 2 = 0 for all γ ∈ Γ implies F = 0, which means that (span{λ(γ)
, and {λ(γ)} γ∈Γ is an orthonormal basis. This allows to prove the following Plancherel-type result.
Note that this also implies that trigonometric polynomials are dense in L p (vNa(Γ)) for all 1 ≤ p < ∞. Indeed, for p < 2 by Hölder inequality and the finiteness of τ one has Φ p ≤ Φ 2 while for p > 2 one has
for all Φ ∈ vNa(Γ). Let {F n } is a sequence of trigonometric polynomials converging weak- * (and hence in the · 2 norm) to F ∈ vNa(Γ). Then by choosing Φ = F − F n in the preceding inequalities one has that F n converges to F in
Moreover, since for { F (γ)} ∈ ℓ 1 (Γ)
by interpolation with the case p = 2 one gets the Hausdorff-Young inequalities
We will also make use of the following lemma.
Proof. In order to prove this lemma it suffices to prove that
for all orthogonal projection q ∈ vNa(Γ). Indeed if that holds, then we can choose q 0 := χ (−∞,0) (G) and obtain a contradiction unless q 0 = 0. Claim (5) is proved if we show that for all orthogonal projection q ∈ vNa(Γ) there exists a sequence {F n } of trigonometric polynomials such that {|F n | 2 } converges in the weak- * topology to q, since then using the normality of τ we would get
In order to do so, let us first observe that since q is an orthogonal projection
where we have called A n = q − F n . This implies that for |F n | 2 to converge in the weak- * topology to q it suffices that F n converges strongly to q, because in that case both A n and A * n would converge in the weak- * topology to 0 and the same would be true for A * n A n , since
The existence of a sequence of trigonometric polynomials converging strongly to an orthogonal projection is then a consequence of Kaplansky density theorem (see e.g. [9, Theorem 44.1]).
Bracket map
Recall the definition of dual integrability given in the introduction. We start with a relevant example of dual integrable representation, provided by the left regular representation itself.
Lemma 3.1. The left regular representation λ of a discrete countable group Γ on ℓ 2 (Γ) is dual integrable and the bracket map is given by
where
Proof. Given ψ ∈ ℓ 2 (Γ), by Plancherel Lemma 2.2 the operator
is an element of L 2 (vNa(Γ)) with Ψ 2 = ψ ℓ2(Γ) . By Hölder inequality, given
so the proof follows by (2) and the uniqueness of Fourier coefficients.
Properties of the bracket map
As a consequence of the definition of dual integrability, we have that the bracket map has the following properties. Proposition 3.2. Let T be a dual integrable representation on H, and let ψ, ψ 1 , ψ 2 ∈ H. Then the following properties hold
Proof. To prove Property I) we first note that the trace τ satisfies
so that, by traciality and using that λ is a unitary homomorphism
By the defining relation (2) of the bracket and using that T is a unitary homomorphism we then obtain
so that Property I) holds due to the uniqueness Lemma 2.1. Property II) can be proved using the same arguments, since
The other equality is proved from this result and Property I).
To prove Property III) we first note that, by (2)
so, by the definition of L 1 (vNa(Γ)), the proof is concluded if we can show that [ψ, ψ] is positive. Since we already know that [ψ, ψ] is selfadjoint and belongs to L 1 (vNa(Γ)), by Lemma 2.3 it is enough to prove that
for all trigonometric polynomial F . Let then Ω be a finite subset of Γ. By the dual integrability of T , using property II) and the traciality of τ we have
hence proving the positivity of the bracket.
Let [·, ·] be the bracket of a dual integrable representation T on the Hilbert space H. Then for ψ ∈ H the functional
defines a seminorm on vNa(Γ). Proof. Let F ∈ vNa(Γ). Then
We will denote with
noting that this is a Hilbert space, with scalar product
Proposition 3.4. Let T be a dual integrable representation of a discrete countable group Γ on the Hilbert space H. Then to each 0 = ψ ∈ H there corresponds an isometric isomorphism
Proof. For any nonzero ψ ∈ H, let us define the map from span{T (γ)ψ} γ∈Γ to the space of trigonometric polynomials given by
where Ω is a finite subset of Γ. By (6), S ψ is a densely defined isometry which extends to an isometry on ψ by density.
In order to prove surjectivity, let us proceed by contradiction and assume that there exists
This holds in particular if ϕ = T (γ)ψ for all γ ∈ Γ, but since
) and by the uniqueness Lemma 2.1 we get
This implies in particular that
and since
Proof of the main result
The notion of bracket map allows to characterize orthonormal bases, Riesz bases and frames for the principal shift-invariant space ψ of H. Such characterizations are given in Theorem A and we will give the proof of these results in this section.
Proof of Theorem A, i. Let us first suppose that {T (γ)ψ} γ∈Γ is an orthonormal system. Then by (2)
Proof of Theorem A, ii. In order to prove this, we show that the following are equivalent.
a) {T (γ)ψ} γ∈Γ is a Riesz basis for ψ with constants (A, B).
c) The following inequality holds
Recall that {T (γ)ψ} γ∈Γ ⊂ H is a Riesz system with constants A, B if for any finite sequence {a γ } γ∈Ω , where Ω is any finite subset of Γ, it holds
Moreover, by definition, the system {T (γ)ψ} γ∈Γ is complete in ψ , therefore it is a Riesz basis for ψ .
Let F = γ∈Ω a γ λ(γ), with Ω ⊂ Γ finite, be an element of span{λ(γ)} γ∈Γ .
The equivalence of a) and b) can then be obtained since
while, by (6) , it holds
c) ⇒ b). Let us consider the right inequality in c)
and let us call it x * x. Then for any F ∈ span{λ(γ)} γ∈Γ we get
By the traciality of τ this implies
which proves the right inequality in b). The other inequality follows by similar argument.
b) ⇒ c). This is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.3. Indeed assume the left inequality in
, and similarly for the other inequality.
For the next step, we note that while the approach followed and the result obtained are in the spirit of [24] , the scheme of the proof partially resembles that of [3] for the case of integer translations over R n .
Proof of Theorem A, iii. The proof is done by showing that the following are equivalent.
a) {T (γ)ψ} γ∈Γ is a frame for ψ with constants (A, B).
Recall that {T (γ)ψ} γ∈Γ ⊂ H is a frame for ψ with constants A, B if
for all ϕ ∈ ψ . Let F be in L 2 (vNa(Γ), [ψ, ψ]). By Proposition 3.4, there exists ϕ F ∈ ψ such that S ψ [ϕ F ] = F , and
Since S ψ is an isometric isomorphism, we have
By the assumption (9) this series converges, so the sequence { F [ψ, ψ](γ)} γ∈Γ is in ℓ 2 (Γ). Then, by Plancherel Lemma 2.2, the traciality of τ and the positivity of [ψ, ψ] we have
Replacing now (10) and (11) in (9) we obtain the desired result b).
b) ⇒ a). Assume that b) holds, and choose
By b), we also have that
,ψ < ∞. By Plancherel Lemma 2.2 and the same computation leading to (11), we get
The result then follows by substituting (12) and (13) in b).
b) ⇒ c). The inequalities in b)
hold in particular for all F ∈ span{λ(γ)} γ∈Γ , and for F = λ(e) = 1 the right hand side implies that [ψ, ψ] 2 ∈ L 1 (vNa(Γ)). We can then apply Lemma 2.3 and obtain
as L 1 (vNa(Γ)) operators. Since s [ψ,ψ] and [ψ, ψ] commute, the left inequality reads 
which proves the right inequality in b). The other inequality follows by a similar argument.
Dual integrability 4.1 A characterization
This subsection is devoted to show that dual integrable representations are square integrable in the sense that their matrix coefficients are in ℓ 2 (Γ). Note that this notion of square integrability does not involve irreducibility, so that it is different from the one used e.g. in [16, 21, 10] . The formulation and the proof that we give follow the ideas of [24, Corollary 3.4]. ii. T is unitarily equivalent to a direct sum of countably many copies of left regular representations.
iii. T is square integrable, in the sense that there exists a dense subspace D of H such that
Proof. In order to start the proof we recall a basic construction for a unitary representation T on a separable Hilbert space H. By unitarity and the homomorphism property, we can construct a family Ψ = {ψ i } i∈I for a countable set of indices I such that H = i∈I ψ i (14) in the following way: choose 0 = ψ 1 ∈ H, set V 1 := ( ψ 1 ) ⊥ and choose ψ 2 ∈ V 1 . Then ψ 2 ⊂ V 1 because
so we can iterate this procedure and construct successive orthogonal subspaces.
In terms of such decomposition, for each ϕ ∈ H we can write
If T is dual integrable, for the familily Ψ = {ψ i } i∈I constructed above, we can define a map S Ψ on H as
endowed with the natural norm. Indeed
Now let us denote with λ i the operator representative of the left regular repre-
and denote with
the representation T is unitarily equivalent to the representation λ Ψ . ii. ⇒ i. & iii. The left regular representation is dual integrable by Lemma 3.1, and it is also square integrable, since
where ρ is the right regular representation. By the same argument in (4) one has that γ ′ ∈Γ ψ(γ ′ )ρ(γ ′ ) is bounded in ℓ 2 (Γ) for all ψ ∈ ℓ 1 (Γ), which is dense in ℓ 2 (Γ). So the same holds for a direct sum of copies of the left regular representation.
iii. ⇒ ii. If T is square integrable, then the operator A ψ defined by
and sometimes called the analysis operator, is a bounded operator from H to ℓ 2 (Γ) for all ψ ∈ D. This is a condition generally referred to as the fact that {T (γ)ψ} γ∈Γ is a Bessel sequence (see e.g. [25] ), which implies that the operator F ψ := A * ψ A ψ is well defined and bounded from H to ψ . This is sometimes called the frame operator, and its action reads explicitly
This allows to write the polar decomposition of A ψ as
Since T is a unitary representation, A ψ satisfies A ψ T (γ) = λ(γ)A ψ , which implies that F ψ commutes with T (γ) for all γ ∈ Γ, because
From such commutation relations and the polar decomposition of A ψ we get
ψ . Since s |A ψ | coincides with u * A ψ u A ψ = r A ψ , the right support of A ψ , and since T commutes with s |A ψ | because it commutes with F ψ , we have then that
Let now Ψ = {ψ i } i∈I be a countable family such that the decomposition (14) holds, and define the map U Ψ : H → ℓ 2 (I, ℓ 2 (Γ)) by
Since each u A ψ i is a partial isometry from ψ i to ℓ 2 (Γ), then U Ψ is an isometry, and by (15) it intertwines T with a direct sum of countably many copies of the regular representation.
Remark 4.2. If T is a square/dual integrable representation of a discrete countable group Γ on the separable Hilbert space H, then for all ϕ ∈ H and all ψ ∈ D as in Theorem 4.1 the operator
belongs to L 2 (vNa(Γ)), and by Plancherel Lemma 2.2
so that it coincides with the bracket map [ϕ, ψ] for all ϕ ∈ H and all ψ ∈ D.
A noncommutative Zak transform
Following the definition of Zak transform given for LCA groups in [24] , we can obtain dual integrability for unitary representations obtained from certain actions of discrete countable groups on measure spaces in terms of a properly defined noncommutative Zak transform. Let (X , µ) be a σ-finite measure space. A measurable action of a group Γ on X is a map σ : Γ × X → X satisfying i. for each γ ∈ Γ the map σ γ : X → X given by σ γ (x) := σ(γ, x) is µ-measurable;
ii. σ γ (σ γ ′ (x)) = σ γγ ′ (x) for all γ, γ ′ ∈ Γ and all x ∈ X ;
iii. σ e (x) = x for all x ∈ X .
For each γ ∈ Γ, let us denote with µ γ the measure defined by
for all Borel sets E ⊂ X . We say that the action σ is quasi-Γ-invariant if µ γ ≪ µ with positive Radon-Nikodym derivative for all γ ∈ Γ, i.e. if there exists a measurable function J σ : Γ × X → R + , called Jacobian of σ, such that
Using the properties of σ and the definition of the Jacobian given in (16) we deduce:
For a quasi-Γ-invariant action σ we can associate a unitary representation T σ of Γ on L 2 (X , µ) given by
The fact that T is unitary follows from (16) . To prove that it is a representation, choose γ 1 , γ 2 ∈ Γ, f ∈ L 2 (X , µ) and x ∈ X , use definition (18), equality (17) , and the properties of the action σ to obtain:
The Zak transform of ψ ∈ L 2 (X , µ) associated to the action σ is the field over X whose values are operators given by
We will say that the action σ has the tiling property if there exists a µ-measurable subset C ⊂ X such that the family {σ γ (C)} γ∈Γ is a disjoint covering of µ-almost all X , i.e. µ σ γ1 (C) ∩ σ γ2 (C) = 0 for γ 1 = γ 2 and
The Zak transform given by (19) is defined on X . We now show that if the action σ satisfies the tiling property it is enough to know its values in the tiling set C to know its values in X . This follows from the the following property: Lemma 4.3. Given a quasi-Γ-invariant action σ we have
Proof. Using the definitions of Z σ and T σ , and a change of variables we obtain:
Using the Chain rule (17) we deduce:
It remains to show that
This follows from the definition of the Jacobian (16) since
We are now ready to prove Theorem B stated in the Introduction, showing that when a quasi-Γ-invariant action has the tiling property, then the associated unitary representation (18) is dual integrable with a bracket map which can be expressed in terms of the Zak transform (19) .
Proof of Theorem B. The quasi-periodicity is obtained from (19) and the fact that T σ is a representation of Γ since
The isometry property of Z σ and the dual integrability of T σ will follow from the computations below. For γ ∈ Γ and ψ 1 , ψ 2 ∈ L 2 (X , µ), using Fubini's theorem, the traciality of τ and the quasi-periodicity of Z σ , we get
so by the definition of Z σ , the orthonormality of {δ γ } γ∈Γ and the tiling property
Letting y = σ γ −1 1 (x) we deduce from (16) the equalities
The isometry property can be obtained choosing ψ 1 = ψ 2 = ψ ∈ L 2 (X , µ) and γ = e, using the traciality of τ , since
Conditions on (X , µ), Γ and σ that are equivalent to the tiling property can be stated in terms of the existence of a Borel transversal (set of representatives) for the space of orbits of Γ in X , and can be found e.g. in [1, 17] .
Examples
In this section we will start by showing that for LCA groups our results imply the ones obtained in [24] . Then we will consider the case of the left action of a discrete subgroup, and that of semidirect products of groups with associated unitary representations, including the ones used in the theory of composite wavelets (see e.g. [39, 30, 28] ).
LCA groups
In this paper we have introduced a bracket map whose values are operators belonging to L 1 (vNa(Γ)), where Γ is any discrete group. On the other hand, when Γ is a LCA group, a bracket map has been defined in [24] that takes values on L 1 ( Γ), where Γ denotes the Pontryagin dual of Γ. For a discrete LCA group we, therefore, have two definitions of a bracket map of different nature: the one defined in this paper, which is operator valued, denoted by [ , ] op in this subsection, and the one defined in [24] , whose values are functions, and denoted by [ , ] in this subsection.
The relation between the operator bracket [ , ] op and the function bracket [ , ], as well as the equivalence of the corresponding results when Γ is a countable abelian group, are due to the following standard construction which corresponds to a special case of the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS) theorem (see e.g. [9, §7] , [26, Vol.1, Chapt. 4] ). For γ ∈ Γ, let χ γ : Γ → T be the associated character, and define the multiplication operator Λ χγ on
is a * -homomorphism, i.e. a Banach algebra isomorphism that preserves the involution given by complex conjugation. This means that we may represent the con Neumann algebra L ∞ ( Γ) as the Banach subalgebra of B(L 2 ( Γ)) generated by the family of operators {Λ χγ } γ∈Γ . We note that this implies in particular that the operator analog of characteristic functions of measurable sets are orthogonal projections. On the other hand, if
denotes the classical Fourier transform, it easily checked that λ(γ) = F −1 Λ χγ F . Since F is a unitary isomorphism, we can deduce the well known fact that L ∞ ( Γ) = vNa(Γ) in the sense that they are * -homomorphic via the map Λ and the conjugation with the Fourier transform. This provides the relation
and allows to obtain the results of [24] on bounds of the function [ψ, ψ] in terms of the operator bounds of Theorem A. We refer to [26, 35] for a more detailed exposition of abelian von Neumann algebras and their L p spaces in the terminology of the noncommutative theory.
Left action of a discrete subgroup
Let G be a locally compact group, and Γ a discrete countable subgroup of G acting from the left on G by
is an action as defined in Section 4.2, with Jacobian identically 1, considering in G its left-invariant Haar measure µ. Therefore, we can consider the operator T L as in (18) given by
We can also consider the Zak transform associated to L, as in (19) , which is given by
In order to be able to apply Theorem B in this situation we need to make sure that L has a measurable tiling set.
Given a group G and a subgroup M of G, a transversal of G by the right cosets of M \G = {M g : g ∈ G} is a subset C of G such that C ∩ M g is a set with only one element for each g ∈ G (i.e C has one and only one representative of each class). It is clear that to each transversal C there corresponds a unique cross-section q :
Several papers in the 1960's were devoted to find conditions on G and M , so that a transversal C can be chosen to be measurable. It is proven in [20] that if G is a locally compact group and M is a closed metrizable subgroup, then there is a measurable transversal C for the left cosets of M . Since the proof also works for right cosets, in our situation we have existence of a measurable transversal C. It turns out that this transversal C is a tiling set, that is
It is clear that γ∈Γ γC ⊂ G. It is worth while to write the proof of G ⊂ γ∈Γ γC to exhibit the reason why we need to take a transversal of the right cosets of G by Γ and not the left cosets. If g ∈ G, consider Γg ∈ Γ\G and let c = q(Γg) ∈ C, where q is the cross-section associated to C. Then Γg = π • q(Γg) = π(c) = Γc. Thus, g ∈ Γc, which implies g = γc for some γ ∈ Γ. Thus g ∈ γC . The disjointness property follows from the fact that C is a transversal of G by the right cosets of Γ.
Thus, we have the following corollary to Theorem B.
Corollary 5.1. Let G be a locally compact group with the left Haar measure µ and Γ a discrete countable subgroup of G. Then the unitary representation T L on L 2 (G) associated to the left action L of Γ on G given by (20) is dual integrable and the bracket map is given by
where Z L is the Zak transform (21) and C is a measurable transversal. where ∆ : G → R + is the modular function of (G, µ), such that for all ψ ∈ C c (G) the following periodization formula holds:
This periodization formula is all we need to prove that the unitary representation (20) is dual integrable. Moreover, formula (22) holds with C replaced by Γ\G and dµ(g) replaced by dν(Γg).
For integer translations Z
n over R n , this approach of a periodization in the spatial variables instead of the Fourier variables provides a different way of writing the bracket with respect to (1) . The previous computation indeed reads
and Zψ is the ordinary Zak transform, we get
An explicit expression obtained with this approach for the bracket map is then
which coincides with (1) by L 1 uniqueness theorem of Fourier coefficients.
Semidirect products
Let A be a locally compact group with left Haar measure dς(x), G a locally compact group with left Haar measure dµ(g), and σ : G → Aut(A) a measurable action of G on A. The semidirect product S := A σ ⋊ G is the topological group endowed with the product topology and characterized by the composition law
Let us denote with ς g the measure on A given by
and assume this measure is absolutely continuous with respect to ς with positive Radon-Nikodym derivative
Observe that J σ is a homomorphism J σ : G → R + , and the left Haar measure on A σ ⋊ G is then given by ds = J σ (g) −1 dς(x)dµ(g). Two natural representations on L 2 (A) of A and G are given respectively by the left regular representation of A and the unitary representation associated with the action σ:
Lemma 5.3. For the representations given in (26) we have the following relation:
Proof. For ψ ∈ L 2 (A) and x ′ ∈ A we have,
On the other hand,
The quasiregular representation
In terms of the representations (26) , one can define the so-called quasiregular
noting that, by Lemma 5.3, R(x, g) is a unitary representation of S on L 2 (A). Consider σ the action of S := A σ ⋊ G on A given by
It is easy to prove that σ is a measurable action of S on the locally compact group A. Moreover, the unitary representation T σ of S on L 2 (A), as given in (18), coincides with the quasiregular representation R(x, g) defined in (27) . To prove this result choose (x, g) ∈ S, x ′ ∈ A, ψ ∈ L 2 (A) and apply the definition of T σ to write
where we have used that J σ (x, g) = J σ (g). The inverse of (x, g) in the semidirect product S is (σ g −1 (x −1 ), g −1 ), and hence
. This shows the result, since
In order to be able to apply Theorem B, we choose B a discrete countable subgroup of A and Γ a discrete countable subgroup of G in such a way that the action σ when restricted to Γ is an action on B. Then Σ := B σ ⋊Γ is a subgroup of S = A σ ⋊ G. Assume that σ : Σ → Aut(A) given by σ (b,γ) (y) = b σ γ (y) has the tiling property on A. That is, there exists a measurable set C ⊂ A such that
is an almost everywhere covering partition of A. In this situation, the quasiregular representation
is dual integrable with bracket
This is a semidirect product with σ : O(n) → Aut(R n ) given by σ(r)(x) = rx := σ r (x), and J σ = 1. Let B = LZ n be a full rank lattice of R n , that is L is a nonsingular n × n matrix, and Γ be a finite subgroup of O(n) such that σ γ (B) = B for all γ ∈ Γ. Groups of the type LZ n σ ⋊ Γ are called crystallographic groups. It is proved in [32] (Proposition 5) that there exists a compact set C ⊂ R n such that {b + rC} b∈B,r∈Γ is an almost everywhere partition of R n , in such a way that b + r∈Γ rC b∈B is also an almost everywhere partition of R n . A different approach for crystallographic groups, leading to an alternative notion of bracket map, but also operator valued, has been developed in [32] .
As a simple, but instructive, example consider B = Z 2 ⊂ R 2 and Γ the group of symmetries of a square. The group Γ is generated by the rotation r and the reflection s given in matrix notation by
Therefore, Γ = {I, r, r 2 , r 3 , s, rs, r 2 s, r 3 s} with r 4 = I, s 2 = I, and rs = sr 3 . In this case a compact set C ⊂ R 2 is C = {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 2 , 0 ≤ y ≤ x} .
Observe that {γC} γ∈Γ tiles the square K = [−1/2, 1/2] 2 , and K is a tiling set of R 2 by integer translations (see Figure 1 ).
Heisenberg motion groups M (n) = H n σ ⋊ U (n) The Heisenberg group H n is the group (C n × R, •) with composition law
where z.w stands for the product in C n . For (z, t) ∈ C n × R and u ∈ U (n) we can then define the composition law on H n × U (n) (z, t, u)
This is a semidirect product with σ : U (n) → Aut(H n ) given by σ u (z, t) = (uz, t). The previous analysis can be applied in this case considering a discrete subgroup B of H n such as B = (Z 2n × 1 2 Z, •) and Γ a discrete subgroup of U (n) such that σ γ are automorphisms of B for γ ∈ Γ.
The affine representation
Given two locally compact groups A and G, one can construct another representation, that we will call the affine representation, which is used in the theory of composite wavelets (see e.g. [39, 30, 28] ). For λ A and T σ as in (26) , such representation is given by Π(x, g) := T σ (g)λ A (x) and acts on ψ ∈ L 2 (A) as
Using Lemma 5.3 we deduce
An alternative way to prove (31) is to observe that Π(x, g) = R(σ g (x), g) and use that the quasiregular representation R is a representation of S = A σ ⋊ G on L 2 (A). We note, in passing, that Π(x, g) = R(x −1 , g −1 ) * , whose proof is left to the reader. Therefore, Π is the representation on L 2 (A) of a group W which coincides with A × G as a topological space, and is endowed with the composition law
We note that even if the law (32) is different from the law (25) , there is a topological group homomorphism h : (W, ⊙) → (S, •) given by h(x, g) = (σ g (x), g).
Consider now the action σ of W on A given by σ (x,g) (y) = σ g (xy) , x, y ∈ A, g ∈ G .
Since the inverse of (x, g) with the operation ⊙ is (σ g (x −1 ), g −1 ), the representation T σ associated to σ as in (18) Therefore, Π(x, g) coincides with the unitary representation T σ (as in 18) of the group W on L 2 (A) induced by the action σ given by (33) . Choose now B a discrete countable subgroup of A and Γ a discrete countable subgroup of G, in such a way that the action σ when restricted to Γ is an action on B. Then B × Γ, endowed with the composition law ⊙ given in (32) , is a subgroup of (W, ⊙). If we assume that the action σ given in (33) has the tiling property we could apply Theorem B to deduce that Π(x, g) is dual integrable and the bracket map is given in terms of the Zak transform, which in this case reads
The tiling condition is satisfy if there exist a measurable set C ⊂ A such that { σ (b,γ) (C)} b∈B,γ∈Γ is an almost everywhere partition of A. Since
and σ γ ∈ Aut(B), this is equivalent to require that {b σ γ (C)} (b,γ)∈B×Γ is an almost everywhere partition of A, as in the case of the quasiregular representation.
